
Rolling in the Sea

Beauty is something that can be found everywhere.

Today we'll be exploring the beauty and wonders of the

deep sea. Create a sea filled with creatures along with

your very own ship! You'll be using many different

materials and techniques to show off your mystical sea.

Inspiration:  Will Kwan's Terra Economicus exhibition

and the theme of water

 Medium: Mixed Media

Rolling in the Sea, Example by the RMG, Mixed Media



White Cardstock 

Different colours of construction

paper.

Thin strips of blue paper 

Squares of dark tissue paper or

bleeding tissue paper

Crayola washable markers

A white Crayon

White glue

Spray Bottle filled with water

Scissors

Grab some scissors, a spray bottle, 

 and tissue paper. Cut your tissue

paper into squares. Spray a small

corner of the page with the water

and quickly place a few pieces of

tissue paper or top of it. Continue

spraying the cardstock and placing

the tiles of tissue paper until the

entire page is covered in tissue

paper. 

There are 2 fun ways you can create

this beautiful work of art! The first

way is to start off by pulling our your

white crayon, and card stock. Draw a

bunch of lines on the page in

different shapes and sizes.

For this project we will show you two

 different techniques

as a base for this project, try both

 and pick  your favourite!

STEP 1

STEP 2

The materials you will need are:



Grab another piece of cardstock, and  

blues, greens and/or purples Crayola

washable markers will work! Colour in

a large variety of round shapes over

the entire page. Make sure to leave

some white space as this will be

important on the next step!

Take your spray bottle again and

spray the whole page. You'll notice

that the marker starts spreading

colour around! You can even lift the

paper up to spread the colour around

more. After you are done, place it

aside to dry.

Once the page is covered, spray the

entire page one more time with the

water to make sure the tissue paper is

wet. Place it aside to dry.

STEP 3

STEP 4

STEP 5

OR



After your pieces are done drying, go

back to the tissue paper covered

cardstock piece and peel off the tissue.

You'll notice it has left a beautiful stain

of colours.

STEP 8

Using the strips of blue paper, add 3-

4 small dots of glue, one on each end

and one in the middle. Place the strip

of paper onto your card stock and

make little hills or waves. You're going

to want one wave between each dot

of glue.

STEP 7

While you wait, use your other pieces

of construction paper and create a

boat! You can also create some fish

to add to your scene.  Cut some small

strips of card stock, this will act as an

anchor to keep your boat and/or fish

standing up.

STEP 6



STEP 9

Once you're done that go back to the

boat and/or fish that you made and

glue them down. For this step, take

the small strips of card stock you cut

and bend them. You are going to

glue one half onto your boat/fish and

the other part on to your base.

STEP 10

Now you are done! Take pictures and

tag your wonderful creations with

#thermgFromHome so we can see and

share! 

Visit us online at rmg.on.ca to see more great projects, activities and

exhibitions!


